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The Problem: The COVID-19 pandemic 
across the world brought a significant 
portion of the economy into the virtual 
realm. Businesses, educational 
institutions, and social organizers 
adapted their functions to operate over 
digital means, and for many that meant 

holding meetings and gatherings over video calls. Vodium, a promising startup building a virtual 
podium software designed to facilitate easy presentations and human interaction while using 
video conferencing tools, reached out to unumAI to better understand their target market, their 
competitors, and how to best leverage the market opportunity presented by the pandemic. 
 
The Challenge: For a startup, a primary concern is in identifying optimal market segments in 
which to sell the product or service. Vodium had inclinations that education might be a valuable 
target market, given the substantial impact of the pandemic, but reached out to unumAI to 
better understand the market conditions at large. Vodium wanted to know how video 
conferencing tools were being perceived by educational institutions, businesses, event organizers, 
and people in general. They wanted confidence for investors and customers that the product 
they develop is desired by video conference tool users. Vodium asked: does our product solve a 
missing technology that users have been asking for, and where? 
 
Vodium’s Testimonial:  

 
The predictive analytics and data that unumAI is able to produce are truly 
remarkable. The insights they gathered about our business model, target markets, 
and future market share have become a foundational part of our corporate 
strategy for 2021 and beyond. Skylar, Bailey, and the team are also delightful to 
work with and truly feel like our strategic partner. We would recommend them to 
anyone looking to not only do traditional market research but also looking to gain 
deeper insights into their business. 
 

The Solution: unumAI excels in fitting the story told by public search data into a broader context 
for understanding business strategy. This is how unumAI was able to provide Vodium, in search of 
clarity on how to best market their product, a look at how their tools might impact both 
education and industry at large, in order to formulate their strategy to both capitalize on the 
evolving conditions of the pandemic and ensure company longevity after the fact. 
 
Through analytics of public Google Trends search data, we at unumAI discovered in our analysis 
of the video conferencing market at large that compared to the period leading up to the 
pandemic, search interest in video conferencing tools grew an estimated 324%. For Vodium, 
such market expansion was an extremely promising sign, one that they could present to all 
investors to help demonstrate the white space opportunity and build confidence in market 
viability. 
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The market opportunity presented was 
further corroborated through Google 
Trends analytics and a breakdown of 
Vodium’s main competitors in this 
space. unumAI found that the overall 
market for virtual podiums and digital 
teleprompters only grew 33% since the 
beginning of the pandemic, in 
comparison to 100% growth in searches 
for “teleprompter app”. Through this 
finding unumAI demonstrated that 
more people are interested in such 
technologies than currently existed in 
market, and that there was a significant gap in interest compared to the tools purportedly filling 
this technological role. 
 
By combining Google Trends data with additional, targeted, external market research, unumAI 
was further able to develop a complex and directed strategy recommendation for the team at 
Vodium with a central theme: businesses should be a main market target. The expansion of 
market opportunity in video conferencing tools presents the space for innovation, especially for 
businesses who have begun to realize the benefits of remote-work and hybrid arrangements and 
would like to continue to do so. unumAI revealed that a substantial portion of businesses expect 
permanent implementations of these employment approaches, and that budgets for digital 
communication tools in the corporate sector would rise. In Vodium’s case, these were further 
promising signs that allowed the team to tailor their market entrance strategy and find better 
fundraising opportunities. 
 

Moreover, analytics of Google Trends data 
gave Vodium a more specific and targeted 
look at how users across industries are 
responding to digital communication tools 
in real-time. The team at unumAI provided 
up-to-date estimates on the comparative 
market share for various video conferencing 
tools, and a breakdown of the most 
common issues searched for each major 
communications platform. This gave 
Vodium a clear picture of what the most 
important missing features were from the 
user’s perspective, and further informed 
business strategy development.  

 
 
 
 

Search Timeline of Virtual Teleprompters 

Issues with Digital Communication Tools 
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The Approach/Differentiator: The team at unumAI are experts at interpreting and 
understanding Google Trends data, but also understand the deep connections between results 
derived from search data and results from alternative sources. On the one hand, results from 
search data provide a real-time look into market conditions, competitor advantage/disadvantage, 
and possible target audiences. On the other, this same data flourishes when complementing 
alternative sources to arrive at a completely holistic idea of strategy and circumstances. 
 
For Vodium, this holistic approach was crucial. External research combined with substantial 
Trends analytics in part allowed the team at unumAI to understand to what extent the industries 
interested in video conferencing tools compared against themselves, and Google search results 
further indicated a significant expansion in the market opportunity for such technologies. In this 
sense, the introduction of Google search results generated by unumAI in concert with these 
external data provide a significant and truly informative picture of the possibilities offered in the 
between space of video conferencing technology. Vodium, in this way, captures a crucial role to 
aid in presentation and interaction. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

www.unumai.org 
            Reach out to Skylar White for inquiries: 

                  skylar.white@unumai.org; 720-272-6492 
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